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Abstract 
English as a foreign language, otherwise known as EFL, has english as its official language absent or official one that is not a 

second language by foreign speakers living in the country studying english. It is the study of other subjects studying english. 

Foreign has been shown to improve mathematics and english skills increase, and creativity develops. Are the language of 

society and school english and students of english basis of access to samples based on efl, in general, the language of the 

community and school is english it is learned in the absence of an environment. It is learned in the absence of an environment. 

Not as a language. Very few countries are themselves never heard of this it can be said that in the 21st century, or recognized 

as a universal language.  English as a foreign language or learning a second language is in a person's life it has many benefits. 

Higher education and workforce this will help you access opportunities. Also, english is a non-native speaker useful for 

english speakers not only exist but all over the world teaching english to students in own looking for a rewarding job it is also 

useful for english speakers will be english is a foreign as language, otherwise known as efl, it has english as its official 

language a non-existent or official second in a country where there is no language by resident non-native speakers studying 

english. The decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL) is regarded as an efficient technique for locating 

the causal links in a complex system.  It focuses on assessing the interdependencies between elements and identifying the 

crucial ones using a visual structural model.Alternative: Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class 

Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve 

Your Confidence.Evaluation Preference: Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class Education Systems 

& Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve Your 

Confidence.Results: From the result, it is seen that Improve & Widen Employment Prospects got the first rank where as the 

Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country is having the lowest rank. 

Keywords:Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, DEMATEL. 

 

1. Introduction 
English as a foreign language (efl) motivation scale developed by wen (1997). Managing modified versions data was collected 

through integrated of motivation, effort, vigor, expectation, and ability self-assessment in efl learning findings as determinants 

of the intention expressed. Tool-driven integration along with motivation and valence was only found to be related. Female 

students are more than male students the findings also revealed that they are motivated. Based on cognitive load theory, this 

study speaks for itself english as a foreign language written at the same time as understanding examined the effect of the 

presentations. Comparison of learners' language comprehension seen, they 3 instructions using patterns, listening asking only 

with items, full, listening through a written script, and simultaneous listening with subtitles. Listening to script and subtitles, 

script and subtitles leading to a better understanding, but with auditory stuff successive rather than just asking for poor 

performance in the auditory passage [1].  English-speaking researchers used the findings anglo-american special emphasis on 

cultures gives and refers to 'international culture' among study participants in practice there is a consensus that the teacher 

shows. The foreign language of learners in english as a classroom local culture. Also, the english language cultural and in the 

classroom as far as linguistic issues are concerned, as an english teacher who is not a native speaker it has benefits to have 

participating teachers the results also reveal confidence [2].  English language learners, as opposed to second language 

learners, there are many different languages available. British and the japanese situation both the american varieties are equal 

both are accepted and taught. A selection of different genres, by authors presence, partly geographic location and affected by 

political influence. In mexico and the philippines foreign students learn american english tends to europeans use british 

english tend to learn, at the same time in papua new guinea, australian english is the target variety [3]. English as a foreign 

language (efl) students. When writing dialogues, occurs in instantaneous memory to be able to limit the impact, all the length 

of conversations is also roughly the same to be a model. 42 and 47 each dialogue  uniminuto is a christian, approved, and 

national university english as an of success in learning a foreign language not aware of scarcity. Headquartered around 

columbia and in africa's ivory coast located international institute of education, face to face its in online mode (hereafter uvd). 

Offers majors. Uvd is the largest in colombia as far as headquarters, and learning english the company needs to know, because 

it has an international demand related is the national education requirement [4].  Ukraine is in eastern europe common post-

communist country and the new of the former soviet union of processes occurring in independent states (nis). Is a common 

representative. English as teaching as a foreign language in english this attribute also includes teaching writing. At the present 

moment, in the former soviet union and across eastern europe there is a huge demand for learning english. That's why esl/efl 
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professionals have a common east english alphabet in european/nis countries insights into teaching it might be interesting to 

get [5].  Small testing english as a foreign language testing for teachers and students has received a lot of attention in recent 

years. Attention, and in the classroom and on standardized tests widely used in language exams. Located at the international 

institute of education, face-to-face, however, most research with native english speakers has been carried out, and the results 

are close the examination is a reliable gauge of reading comprehension. No conclusive proof has been provided. Teacher 

performance is personal knowledge and based on beliefs structured, but teachers' expectations, of roles and social relations on 

culture and society, are structured based on impact. Therefore, english as a foreign language (efl) is based on personal ability 

to teach perceptions of teachers' teaching skills there is a need to explore [6].  Motivation is the second during the process of 

learning a foreign language most important element. It is at the l2 learner's end of learning that makes a huge impact. L2 

researchers at various levels of motivational research gardner's dörnyei's l2 motivating self-organization derived from the 

socio-educational model numerous l2 motivational models, this up. Conceptualization of many models in this subject, such as 

english as a foreign language and english as a second language (esl) (efl). L2 promotion research in contexts has benefited 

from the work of numerous researchers.  English in greek public primary schools teaching as a second tongue. Theoretical 

support for project-based learning foundations in the classroom is presented and used. Difficulties faced are discussed and as a 

result of student participation in projects the resulting benefits are recommended. The essay focuses on practice paying 

attention, theory with practice connect, and foreign language project-based learning in contexts as a tool for effective 

implementation it also claims to provide trainers [7].  In teaching english and other languages a foreign language as distinct 

from however, in the 1920s, to europe the development of english in outer asia role-related work, esp suddenly and 

unexpectedly, elt's dominated mainstream history from our uk point of view, other languages english language for speakers 

teaching based perspective [8]. English-as-a-foreign-language efl course, two oral lead to presentation tasks fellow in 

extended production phase at the time of contact, seven months performed at intervals. Of l1 production size, tasks and within 

diets and correlational data were analyzed based on  english as a foreign language additionally, attaining l2 he is self-assured 

and speaks english as a second language. Multiple roles playability and multi-ecology it states that the factors are continuous. 

Italy and in the lunch setting methods of using his quota identify the l2 speaker as his interlocutor he continued to create by 

incorporating words [9].  Another language in the last twenty years like teaching techniques, foreign composition for language 

learners teaching has not yet been fully reformed. New teaching methods, and structure based on the findings of linguistics, 

pronunciation, and grammar formal and rigorous of students for controlled teaching while recognizing the need, the equivalent 

in the field of blended learning they have not yet recognized the need. These structures are external, this led to internal 

growth. Students are kind of reactive they developed autonomy, too ability to work collaboratively and independently engaged 

in research and guidance from the teacher under the autonomous mode of their resources applied experience, english as a 

foreign language students in the course of language learning the way you feel and behave the results showed that the modified 

traditional the classroom does not allow much room for such learner autonomy [10].  nowadays, english is a language seen, it 

is a common language, its languages are different. Business, education, commerce, travel, world politics, and other 

international events english is a communication tool. In objectives used instrumentally, especially in tourism said that english 

is required for the department. As a result, tourism professionals' focus on developing english communication skills can be 

seen to be globally elevated [11].  Studying english as a foreign language, they have three or three blogs that should be kept in 

groups of four, a particular one they are interested in let's deal with the topic. Such introduction of the tool, with added value 

practice written expression motivating learners to do credibility of the message posted, teacher and learning community aimed 

only at but the outside world knows. Written by hungarians and for hungarians a foreign language from textbook two english 

through parts, authors are semiotic explain the analytical approach, this underscores two key insights. Cultural meaning or 

focus, essentially seems to develop linguistic competence [12]. 

 

2. Materials & Methods 
Alternative: Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life 

in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve Your Confidence. Evaluation Preference: Improve 

& Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-

Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve Your Confidence. Improve and widen employment opportunities: 

For worldwide communication Proficiency in English as a primary language is very much in the international workplace 

Desirable ability and learning English One of the benefits, so it's yours Increases employment opportunities significantly. Job 

applicants are their Fluency in English on their CV/Resume Their hiring is possibly Statistically proven to increase. Many 

countries as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic Economic decline and unemployment This could prove to be very important in 

2022 as it experiences. Access world-class education systems and establishments: The fact that English has some of the top 

educational systems in the world and access to organizations is another motivation to study it. The UK and the USA are home 

to many of the world's top universities. or English is used as the main language of their studies, So while applying English 

Skills is important. Harvard, Stanford, Oxford, Like Cambridge or MIT You study at an English-speaking university 

Proficiency in English is essential if desired. Start a life in an English-speaking country: Learning English is another. The 

language is English, which gives you the chance to visit a country where they speak that language. primarily English You 

must have a certain level of English proficiency to be a citizen of a speaking nation. To attain knowledge. Your ability to 

speak and understand English Improves job opportunities, And with those around you Communicating successfully Also helps 

- it's a supermarket store, physicians, or with brand-new neighbors. Improve communication skills: You second English When 

learning a language, you New to think and express You learn the ways. Many languages By learning, in any language, To 

attain knowledge. Communicating clearly, How language works and All kinds of social, educational and with others in 

professional settings How to get in touch Helps to learn more about. Improve your confidence: Your motivation to learn 
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Anyway, a foreigner Speaking the language is sought after and highly sought after It is a skill to be admired. English or Any 

other foreign language without them in the original form By knowing your language skills Gain pride and self-confidence in 

the world Work in different areas, Travel, and all kinds of cultures It also helps to communicate with the members. and 

backgrounds. self-confidence is Far away from you in today's world Leads, and new Mastery of useful language Definitely 

helps to achieve that. 

Method: The DEMATEL method is a specific problem, pinup binding work through problems and a hierarchical structure 

contribute to identifying workable solutions structural modeling techniques, for one reason interrelationships between 

components of the organization identifying dependencies and basic concept of situational relations can affect and influence of 

elements causal charting uses direction charts. The DEMATEL system is integrated with emergency management together 

with manage. In the manner proposed, it is not necessary to defuzzify obscure numbers before using the DEMATEL method 

[13].  Built on the basic principle of DEMATEL, it executes issues by visualization method analyses and solves them. 

Modeling this structured approach adopts the form of a driven diagram, which is a causal effect for presenting values of 

influence between interrelated relationships and factors. By analyzing the visual relationship of conditions between systemic 

factors, all components are a causal group, and the effect is divided into groups. It also provides researchers with structure 

between system components better understanding of the relationship and complexity for troubleshooting computer problems 

can find ways [14]. The DEMATEL method effectively calculates the consequences between criteria, which efficiently 

separates the set of complicated elements right into a sender organization and a recipient institution and transforms it right 

technique to choosing a management gadget between alternate configurations explicit priority weights come from, in addition, 

the zogp model allows companies to make full use of limited resources for planning to implement optimal management 

systems [15].  Therefore, decision-makers need to determine obstacles to the legal framework are strong and make sure it is 

controllable to minimize impact or influence barriers. Therefore, derived from the ism and DEMATEL methods the results are 

somewhat consistent. Integrated ism DEMATEL results for e-waste management constraints determine not only the structure 

but also the structure of the interactions between these barriers [16].  Accordingly, the preliminary drawback cluster one 

became about topics including the comparative weights of selection makers in the DEMATEL approach who did now not well 

bear in mind linking to the team decision-making. Obviously, in a group decision-making hassle, regular decision-makers can 

always trust their factor of view and count on it to be prevalent via other selection-makers. This way the very last evaluation 

guides must be close to their judgments, and if the very last assessment effects are near their critiques, the choice maker is 

willing to simply accept it; otherwise, they may deny it. It is believed that a significant purpose for the aforementioned 

discrepancies lies in methods based on unstructured comparisons such as DEMATEL [17].  DEMATEL is widely accepted for 

analyzing the overall relationship between factors and classifying factors into cause-and-effect types. Therefore, this article 

considers each source as a criterion in decision-making. Based on DEMATEL, the significance and level of significance of 

each piece of evidence can deal with a mixture DEMATEL method with the source theory for better conclusions. In this 

article, instead of the comparative criteria provided by the experts in DEMATEL [18]. The corresponding propositions 

between the bodies of sources are changed. The DEMATEL technique was used as well as creating causal relationships 

between criteria for evaluating the integrated multiple-scale decision-making (MCDM) outreach personnel program. 

Integrates DEMATEL and a new cluster-weighted system in which the debate system is a company the reason for the 

complexity between the criteria is to visualize the structure of relationships it is also used to measure the influence of criteria. 

Buyukozkan and ozturk can integrate any and DEMATEL innovation in terms of technology and have developed an approach, 

which is for companies to help determine important six sigma projects and logistics specifically prioritize these projects helps 

to identify companies [19]. 

 

3. Result and Discussion 
 

TABLE 1.English as a foreigner language 

  Improve & 

Widen 

Employment 

Prospects 

Access World-

Class 

Education 

Systems & 

Establishments 

Start a Life in 

an English-

Speaking 

Country 

Improve 

Communication 

Skills 

Improve 

Your 

Confidence 

Sum 

Improve & Widen 

Employment 

Prospects 

0 2 4 2 3 11 

Access World-Class 

Education Systems & 

Establishments 

4 0 2 1 2 9 

Start a Life in an 

English-Speaking 

Country 

2 1 0 3 1 7 

Improve 

Communication Skills 

1 3 2 0 2 8 

Improve Your 

Confidence 

2 4 1 3 0 10 

Table 1 shows that English as a foreigner language is Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class 
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Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve 

Your Confidence in this table. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. English as a foreigner language 

 

Figure 1 shows that DEMATEL Decision making trail and Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class 

Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve 

Your Confidence.  Improve & Widen Employment Prospects it is seen that Access World-Class Education Systems & 

Establishments is showing the highest value for Improve Communication Skills is showing the lowest value. Access World-

Class Education Systems & Establishments it is seen that Improve Communication Skills is showing the highest value for 

Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country is showing the lowest value. Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country it is 

seen that Improve & Widen Employment Prospects is showing the highest value for Improve Your Confidence is showing the 

lowest value. Improve Communication Skills it is seen that Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Your 

Confidence, is showing the highest value for Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments is showing the lowest 

value.  Improve Your Confidence it is seen that Improve & Widen Employment Prospects is showing the highest value for 

Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country is showing the lowest value. 

 
TABLE 2. Normalization of direct relation matrix 

Normalization of direct relation matrix 

  Improve & 

Widen 

Employment 

Prospects 

Access World-

Class Education 

Systems & 

Establishments 

Start a Life 

in an 

English-

Speaking 

Country 

Improve 

Communication 

Skills 

Improve 

Your 

Confidence 

Improve & Widen 

Employment 

Prospects 

0 0.181818182 0.36363636 0.181818182 0.272727273 

Access World-Class 

Education Systems & 

Establishments 

0.363636364 0 0.18181818 0.090909091 0.181818182 

Start a Life in an 

English-Speaking 

Country 

0.181818182 0.090909091 0 0.272727273 0.090909091 

Improve 

Communication Skills 

0.090909091 0.272727273 0.18181818 0 0.181818182 

Improve Your 

Confidence 

0.181818182 0.363636364 0.09090909 0.272727273 0 

 

Table 2 shows that the Normalizing of the direct relation matrix in Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-

Class Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, 

Improve Your Confidence the diagonal value of all the data set is zero. 
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TABLE 2. Normalization of direct relation matrix 

 

Figure 2 shows the Normalization of the direct relation matrix it is Development and expansion of employment opportunities, 

access to world-class educational institutions and institutions showing the highest value for improving communication skills 

show the lowest value. Access to world-class educational institutions and institutions, and improving communication skills 

show the highest value of starting a career in an English-speaking country. Starting a career in an English-speaking country, 

improving and expanding employment opportunities shows the highest value of improving your confidence and showing the 

lowest value. Improve communication skills, start a life in an English-speaking country, improve your confidence, and access 

world-class educational institutions and institutions of the highest value. Boost your confidence, improve & expand 

employment opportunities shows the highest value of starting a career in an English speaking country. 

 
TABLE 3. Calculate the Total Relation Matrix 

  Improve & 

Widen 

Employment 

Prospects 

Access World-

Class 

Education 

Systems & 

Establishments 

Start a Life in 

an English-

Speaking 

Country 

Improve 

Communication 

Skills 

Improve 

Your 

Confidence 

Improve & Widen 

Employment 

Prospects 

0 0.181818182 0.363636364 0.181818182 0.27272727 

Access World-Class 

Education Systems & 

Establishments 

0.363636364 0 0.181818182 0.090909091 0.18181818 

Start a Life in an 

English-Speaking 

Country 

0.181818182 0.090909091 0 0.272727273 0.09090909 

Improve 

Communication Skills 

0.090909091 0.272727273 0.181818182 0 0.18181818 

Improve Your 

Confidence 

0.181818182 0.363636364 0.090909091 0.272727273 0 

 

Table 3 shows the English as a foreigner language is Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class 

Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve 

Your Confidence. 
TABLE 4. T= Y(I-Y)-1, I= Identity matrix 

I 

1 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 1 

Table 4 Shows the T= Y(I-Y)-1, I= Identity matrix in Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-Class 

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

Improve & 
Widen 

Employment 
Prospects

Access World-
Class Education 

Systems & 
Establishments

Start a Life in 
an English-
Speaking 
Country

Improve 
Communication 

Skills

Improve Your 
Confidence

Normalization of direct relation matrix

Improve & Widen Employment Prospects

Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments

Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country

Improve Communication Skills

Improve Your Confidence
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Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, Improve 

Your Confidence is the common Value. 

 
TABLE 5. Y Value 

Y 

0 0.181818 0.363636 0.181818 0.272727 

0.363636 0 0.181818 0.090909 0.181818 

0.181818 0.090909 0 0.272727 0.090909 

0.090909 0.272727 0.181818 0 0.181818 

0.181818 0.363636 0.090909 0.272727 0 

 

Table 5 Shows the Y Value in English as a foreigner language is Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-

Class Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, 

Improve Your Confidence is Calculate the total relation matrix Value and Y Value is the same value. 

 
TABLE 6. I-Y Value 

I-Y 

1 -0.18182 -0.36364 -0.18182 -0.27273 

-0.36364 1 -0.18182 -0.09091 -0.18182 

-0.18182 -0.09091 1 -0.27273 -0.09091 

-0.09091 -0.27273 -0.18182 1 -0.18182 

-0.18182 -0.36364 -0.09091 -0.27273 1 

 

Table 6 Shows the I-Y Value in English as a foreigner language is Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access World-

Class Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication Skills, 

Improve Your Confidence table 4 T= Y(I-Y)-1, I= Identity matrix and table 5 Y Value Subtraction Value. 

 
TABLE 7. (I-Y)-1 Value 

(I-Y)-1 

1.890832 1.100689 1.168345 1.038156 1.010775 

1.081081 1.837838 0.963964 0.864865 0.873874 

0.749868 0.735559 1.612259 0.81558 0.633104 

0.788553 0.952305 0.832538 1.666137 0.766826 

1.020138 1.195019 0.936584 1.031797 1.768239 

 

Table 7 shows the (I-Y)-1Value in English as a foreigner language is Improve & Widen Employment Prospects, Access 

World-Class Education Systems & Establishments, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country, Improve Communication 

Skills, Improve Your Confidence Table 6 shows the Minvers shows used. 

 
TABLE 8. Total Relation matrix (T) 

 Total Relation matrix (T) Ri 

 0.890832 1.100689 1.168345 1.038156 1.010775 5.208797 

 1.081081 0.837838 0.963964 0.864865 0.873874 4.621622 

 0.749868 0.735559 0.612259 0.81558 0.633104 3.54637 

 0.788553 0.952305 0.832538 0.666137 0.766826 4.006359 

 1.020138 1.195019 0.936584 1.031797 0.768239 4.951775 

Ci 4.530472 4.82141 4.51369 4.416534 4.052818  

 

Table 8 shows the Total Relation Matrix (T) the direct relation matrix is multiplied by the inverse of the value that the direct 

relation matrix is subtracted from the identity matrix. 
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FIGURE 3. Total Relation matrix (T) 

 

Figure 3. shows the Total Relation Matrix (T) the direct relation matrix is multiplied with the inverse of the value that the 

direct relation matrix is subtracted from the identity matrix. 

 
TABLE 9. Ri & Ci 

 Ri Ci 

Improve & Widen Employment 

Prospects 

5.208797 4.530472 

Access World-Class Education Systems 

& Establishments 

4.621622 4.82141 

Start a Life in an English-Speaking 

Country 

3.54637 4.51369 

Improve Communication Skills 4.006359 4.416534 

Improve Your Confidence 4.951775 4.052818 

 

Table 9 shows the Improve & Widen Employment Prospects Ri= 5.208797, Ci=4.530472, Access World-Class Education 

Systems & Establishments  Ri= 4.621622, Ci=4.82141, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country Ri= 3.54637, 

Ci=4.51369, Improve Communication Skills Ri= 4.006359, Ci=4.416534, Improve Your Confidence Ri= 4.951775, 

Ci=4.052818. 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4. Ri & Ci 

 

Table 4 shows the graphical representation of Improve & Widen Employment Prospects it is seen that Ri is showing the 

highest value for Ci is showing the lowest value. Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments it is seen that Ci is 

showing the highest value for Ri is showing the lowest value.  Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country it is seen that Ci is 
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showing the highest value for Ri is showing the lowest value. Improve Communication Skills it is seen that Ri is showing the 

highest value for Ci is showing the lowest value. Improve Your Confidence it is seen that Ri is showing the highest value for 

Ci is showing the lowest value. 

 
TABLE 10. Calculation of Ri+Ci and Ri-Ci To Get The Cause And Effect 

 Ri+Ci Ri-Ci Rank Identity 

Improve & Widen Employment 

Prospects 

9.739269 0.678325 1 cause 

Access World-Class Education Systems 

& Establishments 

9.443031 -0.19979 2 effect 

Start a Life in an English-Speaking 

Country 

8.06006 -0.96732 5 effect 

Improve Communication Skills 8.422893 -0.41017 4 effect 

Improve Your Confidence 9.004593 0.898958 3 cause 

 

 

Table 10 shows the Calculation of Ri+Ci and Ri-Ci to Get the Cause and Effect. the final result of this paper the Improve & 

Widen Employment Prospectsis in 1
st
 rank cause, Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments is in 2

nd
 rank 

effect, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country is in 5
th

 rank effect, Improve Communication Skillsis in 4
th

 rank effect and 

Improve Your Confidence is in 3
rd

 rank cause. The final result is done by using the DEMATEL method. 

 

 
FIGURE 5. Rank 

 

Table 10 shows the Calculation of Ri+Ci and Ri-Ci to Get the Cause and Effect. the final result of this paper the Improve & 

Widen Employment Prospectsis in First rank cause, Access World-Class Education Systems & Establishments is in Second 

rank effect, Start a Life in an English-Speaking Country is in Fifth rank effect, Improve Communication Skillsis in Fourth 

rank effect and Improve Your Confidence is in Third rank cause. 

 
TABLE 11.T matrix 

T matrix 

0.890832 1.100689 1.168345 1.038156 1.010775 

1.081081 0.837838 0.963964 0.864865 0.873874 

0.749868 0.735559 0.612259 0.81558 0.633104 

0.788553 0.952305 0.832538 0.666137 0.766826 

1.020138 1.195019 0.936584 1.031797 0.768239 

 

Table 11. Shows the T matrix calculate the average of the matrix and its threshold value (alpha) Alpha 0.893396926 If the T 

matrix value is grater than threshold value then bold it  

 

4. Conclusion 
English as a foreign language, otherwise known as efl, has english as its official language absent or official one that is not a 

second language by foreign speakers living in the country studying english. Foreign reading languages, listening skills and 

improves memory, enhances analytical skills and working with abstract concepts problem-solving skills create. It is the study 

of other subjects studying english. Foreign has been shown to improve mathematics and english skills increase, and creativity 

develops. Are the language of society and school english and students of english basis of access to samples based on efl, in 

general, the language of the community and school is english it is learned in the absence of an environment. It is learned in the 
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absence of an environment. Not as a language. Very few countries are themselves never heard of this it can be said that in the 

21st century, or recognized as a universal language. If you know english, you are a multinational in its own country get a good 

job in the company or seek employment abroad opportunities will increase. It is an international of communication, media, 

and internet language therefore socializing and entertainment and learning english for work are important. English as a 

foreigner as a language or learning a second language is in a person's life it has many benefits. Higher education and 

workforce this will help you access opportunities. Also, english is a non-native speaker useful for english speakers not only 

exist but all over the world teaching english to students in own looking for a rewarding job it is also useful for english 

speakers will be english is a foreign as language, otherwise known as efl, it has english as its official language a non-existent 

or official second in a country where there is no language by resident non-native speakers studying english. English means as 

the world's lingua franca, others to unite speakers of languages common language used is another language english speakers 

who are not natural speakers learning a foreign language, and the benefits that come with it they take advantage. A foreigner 

english as a language is a linguist illustrated by braj kachru with an expanding circular theory of language standards, codes, 

and sociology realism is in the outer circle compatible with the english language. According to this theory, in world english 

there are three concentric circles, viz places to study and speak english classify and map the spread of english can be used. 

These circles are expanding, expanding, and internal. English native the speakers are in the inner circle and have historically 

used or adopted english as a second language. The speaking nations are in the outer ring; some of them also speak english, but 

the unspoken-of nations are growing to speak english, but the unspoken-of nations are growing. As can be seen, start a life in 

an english-speaking country has the lowest rating while improve & widen employment prospects has the top rank. 
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